New Temporary Local Rules related to COVID-19 Effects.
These local rules and play conditions will continue until further notice.
1.

Preferred Lies in Bunkers.

All rakes have been removed from bunkers across the course. As a result of this action it is
recognised that bunkers may not be smoothed as effectively as when rakes are in use on the
course. The committee has approved the following local Rule for BUNKERS.
A one club length preferred lie no nearer the hole may be taken for a ball that lies in a
BUNKER. The ball must remain in the bunker. The rules of golf cover scenarios where the
chosen relief is taken outside the BUNKER.

Bunkers should be maintained by smoothing sand with your club or foot. The staff will
continue to maintain bunkers as part of the normal works program.
2. The Flagstick. (Do not attempt to remove the flagstick)
The flagstick is to be left in the hole at all times. The hole has been installed with an
insert to prevent the ball from falling to the bottom of the hole. This local rule is to be
strictly enforced at all times.

Breach of Local Rule (2.Flagstick) will incur the general penalty.

3. Scoring
The scoring procedure is under development and may change from day to day in the upcoming
period until a sound process is reached. The players must make themselves aware of the
scoring requirement on the day.
If a score card is used it is OK for;



A player to enter their own scores.
It is not necessary for a marker to sign but it is recommended that the score is verbally
communicated.
The player is to sign and return card in the manner required on the day. (Under
Development)



Other Important Requirements.
To allow PKGC to remain open it is paramount that all golfers follow all requirements and
restrictions.









Respect and follow all requirements set down by the Staff.
The time sheet is set up for 2 persons per group.
One Person per cart and carts will only be hired once per day.
If next tee is busy wait back until tee is cleared.
Leave premises as soon as practical after your game.
Wash your hands before and after your game.
Maintain required social distancing rules.
Check within MiClub on a daily basis so that you are up to date with he current
and future requirements.

We all know what to do!!!
Good Luck to All,
Captain

